
Treasures of the Turquoise Trident

Goggles of Perfect Recall – Aura – faint divination; CL –  3rd ; Slot –  Eyes; Price – 2000 gp; Weight – 1 ib./-1 bu.
Description – These strange goggles appear to actually be two bulbous white eyeballs strung together with kelp fiber. They allow the 
wearer to record up to one minute of visual input, and then with a command word, re-play the images exactly as they happened over the 
wearer’s eyes. Commanding the goggles to record new images immediately causes it to forget the previous recording. The goggles do not 
have the capacity to remember more than one set of images, no matter how short in duration they might be. This grants the wearer the 
ability to re-examine past events and make Perception or Sense Motive checks. Any such rolls receive a +5 bonus to pick up any new 
information. The goggles also have a See Invisibility effect, but only when images are looked over after being recorded. The goggles do 
not grant this effect to the wearer as events are happening.
Construction – Requirements – Craft Wondrous Item, Share Memory, See Invisibility Cost – 1000 gp

The-Dead-Fish-Telling-Tales (intelligent item) – Aura – faint divination CL – 3rd Slot – none Price – 6000 gp Weight – 3 ibs./-3 bu.
AL – N Ability Scores – Int 10 Wis 10 Cha 10 – Senses– 30 ft. Empathy, Speech (Common) – Powers – Knowledge (arcana) +5, 
Knowledge (history) +5 – Ego – 5 (20 once a week)
Description –This strange item seems to be a small fish skeleton, with runes etched into it’s skull and bits of silvery metal replacing the 
teeth and parts of the jawbone. When awakened, it’s eye sockets glow with points of white light, and it speaks with a creaking voice. The 
Dead Fish was created for two purposes. The first is to remember conversations and interviews, and recite them in the voices of the 
original parties. It can remember a number of conversations equal to it’s intelligence score. While it has the ability to imitate voices 
perfectly, the Fish will only do this to recite a speech, and doesn’t understand commands to do otherwise. The Fish can also remember 
general bits of knowledge or stories and recite them to it’s owner. It’s memory and breadth of knowledge is not perfect in this regard. The 
Fish must be asked very specific questions, and will not volunteer any insight or guidance of it’s own. If a player wishes to record new 
information for the Fish to remember, it requires a DC 25 skill check of the appropriate Knowledge skill, and one week for it to digest the 
new information. The skill in question must have more ranks than the Fish has to properly record. Success means that it can add 1 rank to 
it’s overall score in the Knowledge category. Failure simply means the Fish forgot, or remembered it improperly. 
The particular Dead Fish that the players receive from Navenlee Krispish has a unique defect. Once a week, the Fish’s ego score goes up 
to 20 when it is given a command. This can bring about a dominance struggle (see pg. 535 of the Core Rulebook) as the Fish becomes 
argumentative or starts to tell outright lies. Whatever the outcome, it’s score will go back to 5 after the Will save, or at the end of the day. 
This is likely because of the Fish’s extreme age and apparent wear-and-tear.
Construction – Requirements – Craft Wondrous Item, Ventriloquism, Comprehend Languages – Cost – 3000 gp

Gullslayer – Aura – moderate abjuration; CL – 5th Slot – None – Price – 8000 gp  Weight – 3ibs./+3 bu.
This +1 returning boomerang is carved from a rare hard wood, which only grows on a small, unnamed island in the Triads. It’s surface is 
decorated with stylized images of human hunters dancing over a fallen bird. If thrown at a target with a natural fly speed, the boomerang 
has the additional effect of removing the target’s ability to fly, if it fails a Fortitude save (DC 20). With a loud crack of thunder and a 
dramatic burst of light, gravity will claim the offender. The struck target immediately plummets to the ground, and will be dealt falling 
damage based on it’s height. The subject’s fly speed is reduced to 0 for 1d4 rounds, but is otherwise unaffected and can still act normally 
on the ground (or in the water).
Construction – Requirements – Craft Magic Arms and Armor, hold animal, feather fall, Cost – 4000 gp

Salori Crest – Aura – moderate divination; CL – 7th ; Slot – None – Price – 10000 gp Weight – 3ibs./-3 bu.
This beautifully crafted brooch is made from silver and other alloys, and varnished in blue on the front side. The ancient crest of the proud
Salori family, a silver dolphin leaping from a breaking wave, is cast in silver on a blue field. The brooch is big enough to fit into the palm 
of one’s hand, and can be concealed or worn with a pin. 
These small crests were specially made by the Council of Magi at Dar Elestri for the Royal Family to use as a badge of ruler-ship, and in 
times of great need or danger they had hidden powers that could be called on. First, the crest is always keyed to the presence of a Salori, 
and with the right command word, a set of glowing runes will appear around the edges to make a compass. The compass shows the 
cardinal points, but the marker in the center always points to the nearest member of the family. The runes glow more brightly when a 
Salori is close, becoming bright enough to light a room when one is in close proximity. At a distance of about 10 miles, the runes settle to 
a dull glow, and stay at that brightness until one gets closer. 
The crests were first created during the Bloody War, a time of open war with the Sahuagin in which many Saloris led armies against their 
foes, and so their crests have yet another use. With a different command word, the crest begins to emit a blinding white light, and as long 
as the wielder holds it in her palm, she will be under the effects of a protection from evil spell, however it will only affect Sahuagin, or 
their creations (Shargs, evil Carchardians, others subject to GM caveat).  
Identifying the abilities and command words of the crest with detect magic also requires a DC 22 Spellcraft check (reduce to 17 to learn 
only the compass effect).
Construction – Requirements – Craft Wondrous Item, protection from evil, locate creature; Cost – 5000 gp

The Blistering Hailer – Aura  - minor evocation CL – 4th Slot none- Price  8000 gp – Weight 1 ibs./-1 bu.
At first glance this appears to be nothing more than a normal voice hailer made from battered tin. A closer inspection will reveal designs 
along the mouthpiece and the wider edge, resembling flames and smoke. The handle is inscribed with tiny draconic runes which translate 
to, “the Power is in the Voice”. 
The Hailer functions similarly to a wand, in that it holds charges and uses the spell trigger method for activation. It is held in one hand, 
and the user must then hold it his or her mouth and release a torrent of abuse and insults at the intended target. The effect is identical to a 
blistering invective spell (Ultimate Combat pg. 224). Used underwater, the Hailer simply causes targets to steam and blister (thus no save 



needs to be rolled), but in a gaseous medium they may catch fire.
The Blistering Hailer has 20 charges when it is in the possession of the Blister King.
Construction – Requirements – Craft Wand, Craft Wondrous Item, blistering invective; 6000 gp

The Mask of the Midnight Shroud – Aura  - minor enchantment  CL – 4th Slot Head - Price  10000 gp – Weight 1 ibs./-1 bu.
The bone white mask worn by Kaul’raath, posing as the mysterious midnight shroud, appears to have been made from some deep sea 
predatory fish, with a gaping maw and needle-sharp fangs. Closer inspection reveals several carved runes around the eyes and the jawline.
When worn, the mask bestows a continuous +2 bonus to Intimidate and Sense Motive checks. Additionally, once per day, the Mask can 
create a cause fear effect as a spell-like ability, with a DC equal to 10+ the user’s Charisma modifier. 
Construction – Requirements – Craft Wondrous Item, cause fear; 7000 gp


